Introduction
This article is intended to provide some new insights about concurrency theory using ideas from geometry, and more speci cally from algebraic topology. The aim of the paper is two-fold: we justify applications of geometrical methods in concurrency through some chosen examples and we give the mathematical foundations needed to understand the geometric phenomenon that we identify. In particular we show that the usual notion of homotopy has to be re ned to take into account some partial ordering describing the way time goes. This gives rise to some new interesting mathematical problems as well as give some common grounds to computer-scienti c problems that have not been precisely related otherwise in the past.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we explain to which extent we can use some geometrical ideas in computer science: we list a few of the potential or well known areas of application and try to exemplify some of the properties of concurrent (and distributed) systems we are interested in. We rst explain the interest of using some geometric ideas for semantical reasons. Then we take the example of concurrent databases with the problem of nding deadlocks and with some aspects of serializability theory. More general questions about schedules can be asked as well and related to some geometric considerations, even for scheduling micro-instructions (and not only coarse-grained transactions as for databases). The nal example is the one of fault-tolerant protocols for distributed systems, where subtle scheduling properties come into play.
In Section 3 we give the rst few de nitions needed for modeling the topological spaces arising from Section 2. Basically, we need to de ne a topological space containing all traces of executions of the concurrent systems we want to characterize plus the information about how time ows. This is the main di erence with standard topological reasoning in which there is no information about relation \in time" among points. The central notion here is that of a local po-space, which is a topological space with a local partial-order of time on it. Some examples are given, but we will only see in Section 6 that cubical complexes (or Higher-Dimensional Automata, 28] and 50]) give rise naturally to such spaces, hence most \combinatorial" concurrency models are instances of these local po-spaces. It is worth noting that some models in General Relativity 49] consider timed spaces, and the authors bene ted from some of these physical concepts when developing this theory.
Section 4 then gives the rst de nitions of the new homotopy theory we need in order to de ne equivalence of paths along the intuitions developped in Section 2. A central notion here is that of homotopy history components, which contains the relevant information for computer-scienti c applications, as well as for classi cation of local po-spaces modulo \directed" homotopy. Some examples are given that show that this directed homotopy is ner than the usual homotopy theory in the sense that it can distinguish homotopy equivalent (in the standard sense) topological spaces.
We then study a particular subcategory of local po-spaces, those which are locally euclidean, i.e. the local partial order is that of R n (for some n). A central statement is that we can take \still pictures" of the dynamics on such spaces, i.e. look at cuts which contain points not related through time, and this can give obstructions to deformation in the directed sense.
We carry on by looking at cubical complexes (or HDA) and show they are in some sense a combinatorial counterpart of these local po-spaces (at least of some large subcategory). We refer the reader to 28] or to the more recent 20] for actual semantics of some concurrent systems using these cubical complexes. Some of the \combinatorial" deformation theory in cubical complexes is developped and related to the directed homotopy in the continuous case, using in particular the notion of subdivision, in Section 7.
A major application is fully treated in Section 8, the one of concurrent databases presented informally in Section 2. It is an application of the preceding theory and a re nement and extension of the result in 36].
Then some mathematical directions are given in Section 9, some related computerscienti c perspectives are listed in Section 10, and nally we refer the reader to some related papers where algebraic topology is at the center of computer-scienti c modeling and proofs, in Section 11.
Part of this was presented by two of the co-authors at the fourteenth conference on the Mathematical Foundations of Programming Semantics (London, may 1998).
Motivation and Examples of applications
2.1. Semantics and static analyses. Without the ambition to be complete, we can trace back the use of geometrical models and properties to the beginning of theoretical computer science, in the use of graph theory, or of partial orders to describe the semantics of systems.
For instance, sequential machines can be studied by examining their operational behaviours { that is by looking at their state transition graphs. One of the fundamental properties that we might want to study is con uence of the performed computation (see 4] ). This is obviously a property of a highly geometric nature: we must be able to complete all non-deterministic applications of con icting reductions by some other reductions that all converge to the same result; i.e. we must have diamond shapes in the state transition graphs describing the sequences of operations of our sequential machines.
For concurrent machines, the geometric properties of computation include those of sequential machines but are even more intricate. Purely (interference free) asynchronous executions of two processes are con uent and therefore recognizable geometrically as diamonds (or squares). For example, the operational semantics of the interference free parallel composition of two actions a and b is, s 0 The rst known problem 64] of this semantic description is that it is not stable under re nement of actions. Re nement is a property that is interesting when it comes to automatically verifying programs. It means that in the case of checking a property for a given program, we would like to be able to check it on a view of the program that looks directly at some sequences of actions and not at each \atomic" action composing it. As an example of non-stability here, the parallel composition of A (abstracting the sequential composition of a with b denoted by a:b) and of action c is shown in Figure 1 whereas the parallel composition of a:b with c should be as shown in Figure 2 . We see that there are less paths in Figure 1 than in Figure 2 . So we might lose information in that re nement process. This practically compels many static analyses of parallel programs, based on a transition system's semantics, to be of an exponential complexity in the number of atomic transitions.
A second problem is a purely semantical one. In some cases, we would like to be able to specify the actual use of shared ressources of a parallel program, like, how many processors are busy or idle, or should a process wait for a shared variable? As you can see in the diagram above, the parallel execution of a with b is identi ed with the non-deterministic choice between a:b and b:a, called interleaving of a and b. These two should denote entirely di erent behaviours in fact. The former should indicate that actions a and b can overlap in time, whereas the latter should prescribe that a and b are con icting operations and that one has to be executed before the other. This is central to the discussion of mutual exclusion properties for instance.
A rst solution has been proposed in slightly di erent forms, asynchronous transition systems 5], concurrent automata 60], transition systems with independence 65] etc. These solutions very often consist in adding an independence relation between atomic actions involved in an ordinary transition system. In these semantics, the interleaving of two independent actions means their execution in parallel, whereas the interleaving of two non independent actions means their execution in mutual exclusion. Unfortunately, in these models, it is di cult to speak in a natural manner of more complex mutual exclusion properties, like shared ressources that one can access in parallel n times but not n + 1 (n 2), nor of the number of busy processes at some instant in a distributed system. For instance, given three actions a, b and c, should we understand a and b independent, b and c independent and c and a independent as the same as a, b and c are independent? This probably is not true if you are considering a, b and c as the requests to print a (di erent) le on a printer addressed to a server of printers. If the server controls two printers then, on the program side, all pairs of actions are independent, whereas three requests cannot be treated at the same time. If the server controls three printers, all three requests are independent. These points are actually crucial in a certain number of applications. In particular, concerning the proof of parallel programs on constrained architectures, or the proof of fault-tolerant distributed protocols in which the number of busy processors is of primary importance (see Section 10 and 11), or for optimization of the use of shared ressources.
Most of these aspects are dealt with traditionnally by resorting to Petri nets. But, even if the operational meaning of Petri nets is simple, it is not of the same nature as for transition systems. For instance, Petri nets are di cult to use in a compositional way, which is not the case of transition systems 1].
Let us take a closer look at the geometry of transition systems used in concurrency now. We only have to think of a concurrent execution of two actions a and b on two processors P 1 and P 2 as a curve in R 2 whose points have abscissa (respectively ordinate) the local time of P 1 taken to execute a (respectively the local time of P 2 taken to execute b). This gives new traces, other than just the interleavings, as in Figure 3 , which are all increasing paths in the two coordinates (because we cannot invert the time ow) included in the square delineated by the interleavings of a and b.
This was rst proposed in 50] and 63], and further treated in 28]. Now we can understand the problem of pools of printers explained brie y above as follows. If we have three printers in the pool then we allow traces (i.e. paths) that are inside the cube delimited by the three actions a, b and c whereas if we have only two printers, we do not allow them, but only those which are on the boundary of the cube (which is a closed surface). Here we are confronted with two presentations of essentially the same phenomenon. The rst one is the geometry of continuous paths (like one could study in mechanics). The second one is a discretization of it, which in general comes rst in the semantics applications (but not in others see Section 10); basically, abstract all paths inside a n dimensional cube by the interior of the cube itself, then describe the geometry of executions as the amalgamation (or pasting) of all the di erent k dimensional cubes coming into play, as shown in Figure  4 . This is precisely what is called a cubical complex in combinatorial algebraic topology (see Section 6) or Higher-Dimensional Automata 50] in computer science. But we are considering cubical complexes with an orientation given by the time ow (by orienting the segments constituting it), whereas in ordinary algebraic topology we do not orient shapes in such a manner. So the continuous counterpart of such discretizations is more than a topological space, it contains also order relations. This is developped in Section 3 under the name of po-spaces (and local po-spaces) whose formalisation and understanding is the main objective of this article. Now, do we gain something by using such geometric concepts? Do we use in particular mathematical theorems and techniques to derive a new knowledge on concurrent and distributed systems that way? We will try to argue that the answer is yes indeed.
2.2. Distributed databases. Let us rst of all take a simple example, rst given in 36].
Consider a distributed database in which transactions T 1 to T n access shared variables a, b, using locks: Pa to lock the exclusive access to a and V a to unlock a so that other transactions can use a. In order to simplify the presentation, we can consider that the language of transactions is given by the actions P and V (on any variable), and that we do not care about the actual values of the variables nor of the numerical calculations made. In this abstraction, Pa represents the request for a lock on a and V a the action of unlocking it.
The semantics of this language, using cubical complexes, is easy to describe (see 20] for a complete treatment). All executions of a P action can be made in an asynchronous manner { the lock requests, even on the same object, are independent { but the calculations on the same object are serialized given that one processor, or the other has obtained the lock on the object. This is what is shown in Figure 7 where two transactions try to access the same object a for a calculation. A more intricate example is shown in Figure 6 . The continuous counterpart of these examples are process graphs in the sense of E. W. Dijkstra 17] . Now, it is easy to see (at least on these examples) that every continuous deformation of an execution path (i.e. a path going from the bottom left, ending at the top right, and which is increasing in each coordinate) does not change the history of accesses to shared variables, hence cannot change the nal values (at the end of execution) of the shared variables. This implies that we can try to characterize traces up to that sort of \homotopy" when we want to determine the possible outcomes of a concurrent program: in Figure 7 , all executions going above and left of the hole have the property that T 2 modi es a before T 1 . In the sequel, a scheduler will be any sequence of actions modulo this homotopy (which will be formally de ned in Section 4). This is very much akin to what is done in Mazurkiewicz trace theory, homotopy does correspond (at least for paths) to partial commutation rules here. But the theory that we develop in this paper is more general, in particular when it comes to higher dimensions (there is no counterpart in trace theory). Two classical problems in concurrent databases' theory are (see Section 4 and 8 for a partial treatment),
Can transactions go into a deadlock? (then how can we properly schedule them?) Is the transactions systems serializable? Deadlocks, or more generally unsafe areas containing all points which will eventually lead to a deadlock have a geometric characterization, see 20] (look also at Figure 8 and 9 for a picture of the three dining philosophers' problem). We will see later on in Section 4 and 8 that these correspond to certain \diconnected components" characterized by homotopy theoretic properties.
Let us now have a look at the serialization problem. Consider the following two transactions R and S put in parallel. When beginning with the initial values A=0, B=0 we can get the following values, Only the rst trace (with result A=10, B=5) and the last trace (with result A=3, B=3) are correct. The other traces are interferences: as a matter of fact we want that all the execution traces give the same result as a sequential trace, i.e., R then S or S then R in their totality. It is the property called serializability.
A solution is given by the 2-phase locking protocol: all processes P accessing to a database should rst do all the lock operations then the computation then all the unlock operations. The same operations programmed using this protocol are the following, We will see in Section 8 a geometric proof of the serializability of the 2-phase protocol. where U is unpack, S is shift, A is adder and R is round. address the new problem of nding a way to interleave actions from di erent processes executed on the same processor, that verify the constraints while using the pipeline at the best of its capabilities (this is a view formalised in 3] see example 2.1). Some processors (like INTEL's Pentium) are even more complex to deal with since some resources may be used by at most two processes in parallel but not three 1 .
Example 2.1. We see from gure 2 10 that Suppose that we want to execute two instructions add.s one after the other on the MIPS R4000 oating point unit. Then at cycle 2 the adder A has to be used by both instructions (coming from the same thread). The same holds at cycle 3 for the round unit R. We say in that case that there is a hazard on A at cycle 2 and a hazard on R at cycle 3. A good scheduler should have prevented us from this situation by interleaving the two threads after the rst add.s and continue with non-con icting instructions of the second thread for the pipeline to be emptied a bit before executing the second add.s. Once again, if we translate this problem by using P and V operations on the shared resources, we see that our problem is to nd schedules that do not deadlock.
2.4. Fault-tolerant distributed protocols. Let us take another simple example. Let two processors P and P 0 communicate by writing and reading variables in a shared memory. For instance, processor P (respectively P 0 ) can write, by action scan, a local variable u (respectively u 0 ) in a variable of the shared memory x (respectively x 0 ), and can also copy x and x 0 in its local memory, by an update action, in u and v (respectively in u 0 and v 0 ). We can also make some choices using a case statement. A scheme of the underlying concurrent machine is pictured in Figure 11 .
The processors can also do some calculations in a purely local manner. Such a machine has the property that every computation is done in a \wait-free" manner, i.e. there is no synchronisation between the processors. This implies that this machine is fault-tolerant to the extent that if one of the two processors is faulty and stops computing, the other can carry on its own computation, with the partial data it possesses.
An important application case is, once more, a distributed database. Suppose that transactions, in some remote booths, want to modify the same variable, but with two distinct values. This can be the case of two customers willing to book the same plane. Can we nd a practical protocol that, given the architecture of the distributed database, ensures that only one of the two will have its ticket booked, whereas the other will be noti ed of the failure of its transaction? This is what is called the consensus problem: we want to make two processors agree on a common value.
This question is a particular case of a more general one which is to know what this concurrent machine can compute. In the case of two processors, this was solved in 23]: it is by no means possible to solve the consensus problem on our simple machine. But we had to wait until quite recently for a characterization of what can be computed on our asynchronous machine with n processors (for any n). This has been done by methods borrowed from combinatorial algebraic topology (simplicial complexes). This in fact is again a directed homotopy problem, as we explain below.
Let us take an example of a program Prog having the two following processes in parallel, We have mainly the following three schedules since the only possible interactions are between the scan and update statements, (i) Suppose the scan operation of P is completed before the update operation of P 0 is started: P does not know y so it chooses to write x. Prog ends up with ((P; x); (P 0 ; y)). (ii) Symmetric case: Prog ends up with ((P; x 0 ); (P 0 ; y 0 )). (iii) The scan operation of P is after the update of P 0 and the scan of P 0 is after the update of P. Prog ends up with ((P; x 0 ); (P 0 ; y)). Now, we see that each of these three schedules correspond to the reordering of scan and update operations.
If we represent commutation of two transitions by lling their interleaving by a 2-transition, and represent non-commutation by not lling the interleaving with 2-transitions, we come up with the three paths modulo homotopy of the left part of Figure 14 . This amounts to identifying the control ow of our asynchronous language with a semaphore program, for which the pair (scan; update) of actions is identi ed with an exchange of information, by P=V synchronisation. This is a good analogue up to the extent we are only interested by the e ect of the history of the communications on the environment, look at Figure 13 . Figure 14 . The two possible relative con gurations of holes We then have mainly two con gurations 3 of \holes" on a square, when we look at the homotopy classes of directed paths (1-schedules), as shown in Figure 14 .
In the rst con guration, there are three schedules (when the holes are \incomparable"), whereas in the second con guration, there are four schedules (when the holes are \compa-rable"). Therefore, if you look at some more complex con guration between many holes, as in Figure 15 , its set of schedules is described by a complex tree-like picture (also in Figure 15 ).
As a matter of fact, we could easily describe a superset of the schedules. Formally, two holes are comparable if there is a directed path from the end of one of the holes to the start of the other hole. Comparability is a partial order, and we can show that any linearisation of this partial order, by deforming the shape to have the holes in a linear con guration) gives a superset of the possible schedules. But a chain (under this order, compatible with the comparability partial order) of holes has exactly the \directed" homotopy type of a binary tree ( Figure 16 ).
With any leaf of the tree we can associate a segment in the output graph as follows, a vertex is any local state, i.e. (P; x) or (P 0 ; x 0 ), a segment between (P; x) and (P 0 ; x 0 ) represents the global state of the two processes, For instance the example program Prog does map a segment (a global state) to three segments as shown in Figure 12 . This is a particular case of a more general phenomenon. In the semantics of the scan=update language, going from a leaf of the binary tree to the next one, we always share one vertex (a P vertex or a P 0 vertex), so the graph that is reached by the possible schedules is connected. We have made this sketch of proof for a superset of possible 1-schedules. This does not change the connectivity argument, which completes the proof of the following result; let fe 1 ; : : : ; e k g be the set of global states that one can nd at the end of an execution of a scan=update program starting from of a global state e = ((P; u); (P 0 ; v 0 )). Then the graph generated (as mentioned above) by these global states is a connected graph (actually there is a converse to that, which is by iterating in some manner the example program above 30]).
This shows in particular that the consensus problem cannot be solved in our scan=update programming language: starting from a global state ((P; 0); (P 0 ; 1)) the possible answers we wish to get i.e. f((P; 0); (P 0 ; 0)); ((P; 1); (P 0 ; 1))g do not form a connected graph.
Many other results can be derived in that style, and one of the objectives of the theory presented in this paper is to be able to derive su cient knowledge about \schedules" for complex programming languages so that we can understand what these languages can compute 4 .
In order to give further and more intricate examples in the sequel, we slightly enhance our toy programming languages so that, shared objects can be \weakly-synchronizing", i.e., they can be shared by k processes but not k + 1 at the same time, for any k 1. Examples of such objects can be redundant functional units (for instance, in microprocessors, or in workshop modelisations), or communication bu ers of xed size (in the case of asynchronous message passing), or shared FIFO queues (in shared-memory systems). We choose to think of these objects s in the convenient form of \k-place bu ers", on which we can do actions push(x,s) where x is any integer value and read(y,s) where y is any local (to the process executing the instruction) integer array variable. read(y,s) gives an atomic snapshot of the shared bu er in the local memory. Then any array operation like access at the ith element, y i] can be performed locally. push(x,s) corresponds to asking to take one of the free places of the bu er (in FIFO order here): if the bu er is full then it pushes the values so that the rst value entered is discarded. If two or more push instructions are executed at the same time the semantics is not de ned (anything can happen, in practice at the hardware level if no locks are used, this corresponds to some kind of short-circuit). In order to protect the integrity of the messages, we are using instructions Ps and Vs to acquire (respectively relinquish) one of the locks on the bu er. One place bu ers are just the same as ordinary integer variables De nition 3.1. 1. A partial order on a set U is a re exive, transitive and antisymmetric relation. We write x < y for (x y and x 6 = y).
2. A partial order on a topological space X is called closed if is a closed subset of X X in the product topology. In that case, (X; ) is called a pospace. The idea is that a po-space is a topological space in which points are ordered globally through time. This is sometimes too strong an assumption and will lead us to local pospaces (De nition 3.3). Remark 3.2. Let (X; ) denote a pospace.
1. For every x 2 X, the sets # x = fy 2 Xjy xg and " x = fy 2 Xjy xg are closed. 4 It must be noted that most of the approaches about this kind of problems make simplifyingassumptions about the model of computation (making them more synchronous than they should) to be able to enumerate the schedules in a combinatorial manner. One of our aims is to be able to forget some of these assumptions, which would be made possible by a considering more \abstract" geometric views of the semantics.
2. For every pair of points y 1 ; y 2 2 X, the set y 1 ; y 2 ] = fx 2 Xjy 1 x y 2 g =# y 2 \ " y 1 is closed. What we gain here is the ability to consider loops and points which you can come across in a trace of execution (in nitely) many times. Remark 3.5. 1. This is a sort of germ or sheaf type de nition of a local partial order and in particular of the monotone functions (below). 2. The transitive hull of the partial orders given on subsets does not in general give rise to an interesting relation on X. If X is the circle (3.6) with local partial order given by a chosen direction, then the hull of the relation is the trivial relation x y for any pair x and y. The same is true for the torus. 3. By an abuse of notation, we will henceforth denote a locally partially ordered space (X; U) without the U .
4. The equivalence of local partial orders is an equivalence relation. To prove transitivity suppose U, V, T , U V and V T are local partial orders on X. Let x 2 X and let W 1 (x) be a neighborhood of x as required in 3:3 for U V and let W 2 (x) be a neighborhood ful lling the condition for V T Then if V is any element of V containing x we have for any pair U 2 U and T 2 T and for all y; z 2 W 1 (x) \ W 2 (x) \ V : y U z , y V z , y T z: Hence U T is a local partial order. Example 3.6. 1. The circle S 1 = fe i 2 C g has a local partial order: U 1 = fe i 2 S 1 j0 < < 2 g has a (partial) order given by the order of the and U 2 = fe i 2 S 1 j < < 3 g is (partially) ordered by the order on the 's.
2. The torus T 2 is C modulo a lattice z z +ip+q ((p; q) 2 Z Z ) and hence it inherits a local partial order from the standard partial order on C = R 2 . This is equivalent to choosing a partial order on each of the two generators of the torus. 3. Let X be a disjoint union of four copies of the unit square I 2 . We get inequivalent global partial orders on X by considering X Lemma 3.10. If X has a global partial order, the relation is a new partial order. Proof. The relation is coarser then the relation , i.e., x y ) x y. Hence, is
antisymmetric. Concatenation of dipaths shows the transitivity of .
initial point. A nal point is unreachable from any other nal point. Hence a deadlock is a nal point, which is not among the nal points representing succesful outcomes of the computations. 4. Diconnected spaces, diconnected components, di-1-connected spaces Now we want to formalize the deformations of paths we have been \using" in the introduction, i.e. directed homotopy, and characterize the local po-spaces up to dihomotopy. First, we should have a new notion of connectivity and of connected components since we have to take the ow of time into account.
To de ne di-connected components we have to study the dipaths up to deformation. This seems very di erent from the non-directed topology case. It is however what one would expect, since we have to take the interplay between the partial order and the topology into consideration, and this is of course re ected in the dipaths. Throughout this section, (X; ) is supposed to be a locally partially ordered topological space.
De nition 4.1. A dipath : I ! X is called inextendible, if there is no dipath : J ! X such that (I) (J) and (I) 6 = (J). The set of all inextendible dipaths in X is denoted asP 1 (X).
In other words, since dipaths are compact, an inextendible path starts at an initial point and ends at a nal point. Then the rst dipath (the one below the central hole 5 in Figure 18 ) corresponds to the following schedule (where T 3 gets a before T 1 and T 2 gets into b after (T 1 ; T 3 ) 2. Two points x; y 2 X are history equivalent if and only if every dipath through x is dihomotopic to one through y and every dipath through y is dihomotopic to one through x. 3 . If X is compact, the Boolean algebra generated by the homotopy histories is atomic and a homotopy history equivalence class C is an atom, i.e., it contains the points that are contained in the homotopy histories of certain dihomotopy classes but not in others, i.e., there is a subset K ~ 1 (X) such that C = . In region 2, we can only go to 4 or to 6, meaning that we are going to deadlock in the future or T 2 will get a and b before T 1 . In region 6, we can only come from 2 and go to 9: T 2 has got a and b before T 1 . In region 9, we can \come" from the unreachable region 7 or from 6. In region 10, we might have come from any history in the past. 2. The complement of \two partially ordered holes" in I 2 (see Figure 22 ) has 7 homotopy history components. One of them contains both the initial point 0, the nal point 1, and an area in the middle. This homotopy history class decomposes into three diconnected components, all the others are pathwise connected. This pictures gives the semantics of the term Pa:V a:Pb:V b j Pa:V a:Pb:V b.
3. The \room with 3 barriers" in I 3 from Ex. 4.4 has 8 homotopy history components.
The middle region from 2. decomposes into two spacial components.
Let again (X; U) be a locally partially ordered topological space, and let A; B X. De nition 4.8. 1. A dipath from A to B is a dipath in X with (0) 2 A and (1) 2 B. (dihomotopy classes) constitute the dihomotopy set~ 1 (X; A; B). Remark 4.9. 1. In many relevant cases, A, resp. B will consist of a single point or a nite number of \initial", resp. " nal" points. If I, resp. F consists of the initial, resp. nal points of X, then~ 1 (X) =~ 1 (X; I; F). 
Parameterized and Euclidean partial orders
In this section, we look at a particular subcategory of local po-spaces, where locally, the time ordering is the component-wise ordering in R n . These spaces are a special case of parameterized spaces in which it is possible to cut transversally to time to determine, using ordinary homotopy theory, obstructions to directed homotopy. Proof.
1. Antisymmetry follows from the achronality of the X t .
2. Let X and f i : X ! R be given as in Def. 5.2.2. The function F = P f i : U ! R is a dimap, and for every t 2 R, the preimage X t := F ?1 (t) X is achronal.
For the rest of this section, let (X; ; F) denote a parameterized pospace foliating X into \cuts" X t ; t 2 R. We shall moreover use F to reparameterize dipaths and dihomotopies to yield new parameterizations matching with that foliation:
De nition 5.5. . The same argument goes through (levelwise) for a dihomotopy. Remark 5.7. 1. In fact, the proof for Prop. 5.6 needs to start with a regular dipath: t 1 < t 2 ) (t 1 ) 6 = (t 2 ). But if a dipath is not regular, (i.e., constant on subintervals), one may rst reparameterize it such that it gets regular by shortening the interval of de nition. 2. In 2., one might have to use that X is a Hausdor space. This is alright by Rem. 3.2.4. The cuts X t := F ?1 (t) will in general decompose into (classical) connected components. These can be used to obtain obstructions to dihomotopy: with the standard partial order. There are two dihomotopy classes of paths from (0; 0; 0) to (3; 3; 3), but the cuts induced by F(x; y; z) = x + y + z are all connected. Hence to get full information about dihomotopy classes, it does not su ce to study just one family of cuts. We conjecture that for cubical complexes (treated in next section), it su ces to know all families of cuts and their connected components, i.e., that cuts give all the obstructions to dihomotopy equivalence.
6. Cubical complexes as local po-spaces Cubical complexes were de ned by J.-P. Serre 55] and a theoretical framework is developped by R. Brown and P. J. Higgins 9], see also 28] for their use as models for higher dimensional automata (HDA). We show here that they are the natural combinatorial counterpart of local po-spaces (the centre of this is Theorem 6.27 and Proposition 6.42). This makes the link with more standard combinatorial techniques for reasoning about concurrent systems (interleaving ones or truly-concurrent ones like HDA). 
De nition 6.2. A cubical complex K is a semi-cubical complex with degeneracy maps i : K n?1 ! K n (1 i n) satisfying the cubical relations:
De nition 6.3. Let M and N be two semi-cubical sets, and f a family f n : M n ! N n of functions. f is a morphism of semi-cubical sets if f n @ 0 i = @ 0 i f n+1
for all n 2 IN and 1 i n + 1.
This de nes the category sr of semi-cubical sets. We write n sr for the full subcategory of sr consisting of semi-cubical sets composed of cubes of dimension less than or equal to n (i.e. are semi-cubical sets M with M k = ;, k > n).
6.2. The geometric realization of a semi-cubical set. Let (l; k 2 f0; 1g; 1 i < j n) Proof. Let i j, and (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) 2 2 n . Then, k i ( l j (t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = k i (t 1 ; : : : ; t j?1 ; l; t j ; : : : ; t n ) = (t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; k; t i ; : : : ; t j?1 ; l; t j ; : : : ; t n ) = l j+1 (t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; k; t i ; : : : ; t j?1 ; t j ; : : : ; t n ) = l j+1 ( k i (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ))
We notice that k verify the dual equations that @ k verify in all semi-cubical sets.
Consider now, for a semi-cubical set M, the set R(M) =ǹ M n 2 n . The sets M n have the discrete topology and 2 n is topologized as a subset of R n with the standard topology thus R(M) is a topological space with the disjoint sum topology.
Let be the equivalence relation induced by the identities:
8k; i; n; 8x 2 M n+1 ; 8t 2 2 n ; n 0; (@ k To take advantage of the geometrical intuition, we will consider the realization jMj. Hence given y 2 M n and its tree of boundaries @ k 1 l 1 : : : @ km lm y we may think of this as the n-cube 2 n in jMj labelled y and its iterated boundaries. To be precise, x = @ k i y means that the n ? 1-cube 2 n?1 labelled x is identi ed with f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) 2 2 n jt i = kg. Proof. Use the commutator relations.
To support this view, we prove that the combinatorial model of the iterated boundaries is \right".
De nition 6.10. Let D n] be the free semi-cubical complex generated by a unique n-cube Then, given , it su ces to see that (I n] ) = x 2 M n is an n-cube of M and that j j is equal to f x , thus is a continuous map.
The non uniqueness of the canonical form in Lemma 6.9 arises when M has other identi cations of the faces of y than the ones induced by the commutator relations, and hence in jMj we glue faces of the same cube to each other. To avoid this, we de ne, De nition 6.12. Let M a semi-cubical complex. M is a non singular cubical complex if for all its n-cubes x, @ k l (x) = @ k 0 l 0 (x) implies k 6 = k 0 . Remark 6.13. In the geometric realization j M j, the requirement that M is non singular ensures that two faces of an n-cube are identi ed only if one is an upper face and the other is a lower face, thus giving rise to a loop.
De nition 6.14. Let K 0 (x; y) (respectively K 1 (x; y)) be the cardinal of the set fj=1 j i; k j = 0g (respectively fj=1 j i; k j = 1g), then K 0 (x; y) (respectively K 1 (x; y)) is also the cardinal of fj=1 j i; u j = 0g (respectively fj=1 j i; u j = 1g). Proof. By induction on i (the length of the decomposition). The statement about K 0 and K 1 follows from the fact that these are invariant under commutation following the commutator rules.
Lemma 6.17. Let M be a non self-linked cubical complex, x and y two of its elements.
The relation x is a face of y (\x F y") is a partial order.
Proof. It is re exive indeed. Lemma 6.18. Let M be a non self-linked cubical complex, x, y and z three elements of M. Then x F y F z implies K 0 (x; z) = K 0 (x; y) + K 0 (y; z) and K 1 (x; z) = K 1 (x; y) + K 1 (y; z).
Proof. If Proof. Since M is non self-intersecting and we study iterated boundaries of y 2 M n , we can consider this a study of the n-cube 2 n with no identi cations of boundaries except the ones given by the geometry. Proof. Let w = @ 1 l(y;w) y and x = @ k(y;x) l(y;x) y be the canonical representation of w and x as boundaries of y. Since x and w have non-trivial intersection, whenever i is a coordinate of the vector l(y; x) (denote this i 2 l(y; x)) and k(y; x) i = 0, i is not a coordinate in l(y; w). Now the upper vertex v of x considered in y is v = @ 1 l(x;v) @ k(y;x) l(y;x) y. Hence it is the point (t 1 ; ; t n ) where t i = 0 if i 2 l(y; x) and k(y; x) i = 0, and t i = 1 else. This is in w, since t i = 0 only if i = 2 l(y; w). Remark 6.22 . By symmetrical arguments we have: If w is a lower face of z and x is a face which intersects w nontrivially, then the lower vertex of x is in w.
Let us x M a non self-linked cubical complex now. Recall that its geometric realization j M j is made up of equivalence classes of points (x; t), x 2 M n , t 2 2 n under the relations (@ k l (x); t) = (x; k l (t)).
We give a local partial order on j M j. Any point p in j M j has a unique representative (x; t) where x = carrier (p) and t 2 2 n (for some n). We prove that there is a partial order x on the open neighborhood U x = St(p; M) of p whenever x is a vertex of M and that the covering by these partial orders gives rise to a local partial order. First, in the case where x is not necessarily a vertex, we can partially order any (y; u) 2 U x (again, we choose a representative such that y is the carrier of the point) with any (x; t). We Proof. We only prove the rst statement since the proof of the other is similar. y 2
St(x; M) so there is a collection of indices such that x = @ k 0 l 0 : : : @ k j l j y (j ?1). j cannot be equal to -1 since x 6 = y. Suppose now that there is an index k i (0 i j) which is equal to one. Then u 2 2 n+i , therefore all coordinates u j of u are strictly less than 1, so in particular u l i < ( k i l i (t)) l i = 1 by de nition of the operator k i l i . This is a contradiction with the de nition of U x.
We now de ne another useful relation on the points of the geometric realization of M.
De nition 6.25. Let By Lemma 6.21 and Rem. 6.22 the upper and lower vertex of x are in w; and hence, since x and w are faces of y, which is a cube with a full subtree of boundaries, we have x w which is a contradiction to the assumption that v 2 is in x and not in w. Then j M j is the projective plane, and one can give cubical models for projective spaces of all dimensions in the same way. Remark 6.31. Notice that we only need a covering with opens of the form St(x; M) for x vertices of M and that x is de ned also for x vertices, whereas the relation U b has to be de ned for b being any n-cube of M. These results actually applies to more cubical spaces since we have the following lemmas, using the concept of subdivision.
De nition 6.32. Let K be a cubical complex and K 0 be another cubical complex. Then K 0 is a subdivision of K if there is a dihomeomorphim f :j K 0 j!j K j (meaning that f and f ?1 are dimaps) such that, 8x 2 K 0 n , 9y 2 K n , f(x; 2 n ) (y; 2 n ), 8y 2 K, 9x 1 ; ; x k 2 K 0 , (y; 2 m ) = S i=1; ;k f(x i ; 2 n i ).
De nition 6.33. We call standard n-dicube the topological space 2 n with the covering U = f2 n g and local partial order 2n being the partial order induced by the pointwise ordering in R n . The n-dicube is then a locally po-space.
De nition 6.34. Let M be a locally po-space. A singular n-dicube is any dimap from the standard n-dicube to M. Lemma 6.35. Let K be a cubical complex. The barycentric subdivision of K is de ned as follows. Consider the singular n-dicubes of j K j, x : 2 n !j K j, x (t) = (x; t), and Proof. Let j M j be the realization of the cubical complex j M j. Then for x 2 M n the map x : 2 n !j M j is injective on the interior of 2 n by construction of j M j.
On the boundary of 2 n there may be identi cations corresponding to @ k i (x) = @ l j (x).
When k 6 = l, this will identify boundaries of di erent cubes in the barycentric subdivision: @ k i ( x s b 1 ;:::;b k?1 ;k;b k+1 ;:::;bn ) = @ l j ( x s b 1 ;:::;b k?1 ;l;b k+1 :::;bn ) Now using both Lemma 6.36 and Theorem 6.27 we can give a local po-space structure to any non-singular cubical complex.
Let The second statement is obvious since j x j is f x .
We are now ready for the de nition of the singular cube functor. Proof. This is obvious (the composition of dimaps is a dimap).
Proposition 6.42. j : j is left-adjoint to S. Proof. We prove that there exist two natural transformations : Id ! S(j : j) :j S j! Id (respectively the unit and counit of the adjunction) such that S S > S(j S j) S > S j j j j > j S(j j) j j j > j j are the identity.
We can rst show that:
in a natural manner for all M semi-cubical complex and X any local po-space. We begin by (A). For all n, we have the identity arrows on 2 n which induce the isomorphisms: for all x, Id : 2 n ! (x; 2 n ). These in turn induce injective morphisms f x : 2 n !j M j, because M is an amalgamated sum of the (x; 2 n ). The (f x ) x form a subset N of S(j M j). It is an easy exercise to show that N is closed under the action of the k i . Thus N is a sub-semi-cubical complex of S(j M j). The naturality of the inclusion arrow M , ! S(j M j) is most obvious.
This de nes what is to be the unit of the adjunction. Now, we come to (B). Elements of S(X) n are f : 2 n ! X. Now, j S(X) j is an amalgamated sum of (x; 2 n ), x 2 S(X) n . The x induce onx (x; 2 n ) and then on j S(X) j an injective morphism in the category of local po-spaces. It is an easy exercice to show that these arrows are natural in X. This de nes what is to be the counit of the adjunction.
Then, we have to verify that two compositions of natural transformations are the identity. This is easy veri cation.
7. Combinatorial dihomotopy In this section, we prove that dihomotopy can be studied combinatorially or geometrically whenever most convenient, at least when it comes to dipaths.
De nition 7. Using the local po-space structure de ned in the previous theorems, we have also the following link with the combinatorial structure of M, Theorem 7.9. Let L be a nite semi-cubical complex and h be a dipath in j L j (i.e. a dimap from 2 1 to j L j). Then there exists a cubical approximation f : S k ! L of h (seen also as a dimap from j S k j!j L j since j S k j is dihomeomorphic to 2 1 ). Moreover, f de nes a (combinatorial) dipath (f(u 1 ); : : : ; f(u k )) which we denote byf and that we call the semi-cubical approximation of dipath h and, j f j is homeomorphic to jf j, Proof. By Lemma 7.8 we only need to show that there exists a subdivision S k of D 1] such that h seen as a dimap from j S k j to L satis es the star condition.
Cover now j L j by opens in A which are intersections of elements of fh ?1 (St(w; L)) j w 2 L 0 g and of fh ?1 (St(a; L)) j a 2 L 1 g. j L j is compact metric since L is a nite complex (whose realization is included in some R n ). Therefore there exists > 0 (the Lebesgue number) such that any set of diameter less than lies in one of the elements of A.
Let us consider the d 1 metric on R n . Then the diameter of a singular n-cube c is diam c = max (x;y)2c 2 This entails that reasoning combinatorially on a cubical complex or geometrically on its topological realization is equivalent when it comes to dihomotopy. In particular, in dimension 2, this means that local commutation rules are the same as dihomotopy. This also makes a link with 28].
8. 2phase locking is safe; a modification of J. Gunawardena's proof 8.1. Introduction. This section gives an example of the applicability of our general approach. We obtain a new conceptual proof of safety for the "2-phase-locking" strategy in scheduling problems in data engineering from the study of speci c dimaps and "dicontractions" : this scheduling strategy ensures that a concurrent program has the same e ect as a serial execution of the individual programs as explained in the introduction. Consider several shared objects of memory that only a restricted number of processors can read and update concurrently (mutual exclusion, a generalisation of semaphore programs, cf. 16]). To avoid a situation where more processes work on one such object than allowable (at a given time), the transactions have to acquire locks to any object before working on it. The 2-phase locking strategy requires that every transaction must aquire all its locks before relinquishing any. In 36], J. Gunawardena gave geometric arguments (using dipaths and homotopies between them) to show that any execution in a 2-phase locked schedule is serializable. In a geometric language, this corresponds to the fact that any dipath in the associated \process graph" 16] is homotopic to a dipath on the 1-skeleton of the boundary of that model. See J. Gunawardena's very nice paper 36] explaining the connection with data engineering background and Dijkstra's process graph 16] in detail.
The aim of this section is twofold. First of all, we want to give a modi cation of Gunawardena's reasoning in the more general framework of the present paper. Our proof is certainly more technical, but it seems to have several advantages: First of all, we avoid J. Gunawardena's \wobbling" problems (cf. 36], p. 189): in his construction, he has to consider intermediate paths that are not dipaths { and to replace them by such. Secondly, our proof does not only work in the case of semaphore programs, but for general \mutual exclusion" programs { a xed number a 1 of transactions can acquire a lock to the same shared object at the same time. Finally, we hope that this proof can be a prototype of a more general van Kampen theorem for calculating 1 Example 8.2. 1. An n-cube R (n-rectangle in 20]) is blockwise starshaped with respect to every point in R. A Euclidean ball is blockwise starshaped with respect to its center. 2. A union F of n-cubes is starshaped with respect to every point in their intersection.
The forbidden region in a process graph is modelled by such a union of n-cubes. It has a nonempty \central" intersection if it is a model of a 2-phase locked transaction system. J(x; 0) = f(y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) 2 I n jx i 6 = 0 ) sgn(x i ) = sgn(y i ) = sgn(y i ? x i )g: From now on, let I = ?1; 1]. We study the classi cation of dipaths using a subdivision of I n with respect to 0. The In fact, I i;j is one of the 2 n sub-n-rectangles mentioned above with a 2-codimensional face removed; I i;j 0 and I i;j 1 represent two of its faces; J i;j represents a (totally ordered) 1 complex in its boundary from p i;j 0 to p i;j 1 . There is a directed version of deformation retracts (cf. 18]) in the dispace world, too:
De nition 8.7. Let A X denote an inclusion of two di-spaces. The subspace A is called a strong deformation di-retract of X if there exists a dimap : X ! A restricting to the identity on A and a dihomotopy H : X I ! X between and the identity map on X which restricts to the trivial homotopy on A: H t jA = id; t 2 I.
Using the map ;i;j above, we can then show:
Proposition 8.8. 1. The subcomplex J i;j is a strong deformation di-retract of I i;j . More precisely, ;i;j is a dimap extending the identity on J i;j . It is dihomotopic to the identity map on I i;j via a dihomotopy that xes J i;j pointwise.
2. If 0 2 F and F is blockwise starshaped with respect to 0, then ;i;j (x) 2 J(x; c) X = I n n F for every x 2 X. Furthermore, J i;j n F is a strong deformation di-retract of I i;j n F. 1. The dimap property depends only on the (x i ; x j )-coordinates. In that projection, the map ;i;j \stretches" every wedge in Fig. 27 out on the boundary. In particular, points under/over the \antidiagonal" fx i = ?x j g are mapped to points in subsequent 1-simplices. It is elementary to see that ;i;j is a dimap \under", resp. "over" that antidiagonal. The self-dihomotopy H i;j on I i;j : given by H i;j (x; t) = (1?t)x+t ;i;j (x) connects x to ;i;j (x) linearly; in particular, all of the maps H t are di-maps. 2. We have to show that the dihomotopy ;i;j restricts to a self-dihomotopy on I i;j nF. 2. If 0 2 F and F is blockwise starshaped with respect to 0, then J is a strong deformation di-retract of the complex I n F. Remark 8.11 . A dispace with a 1-subcomplex as a strong deformation di-retract is the analogue to a contractible space in ordinary topology. Hence, one might call such a dispace dicontractible. The strategy of the proof was thus to subdivide the underlying dispace into dicontractible pieces with control on the intersection. We hope that this strategy can be generalised to an adaption of van Kampen's theorem (see 34]) to the di-space category.
8.4. Application to dipaths and serializability. As an application, we obtain the following result about dipaths generalizing J. Gunawardena's result. Remark that the forbidden region in a process graph is blockwise starshaped with respect to a central point (see Ex. 8.2).
Theorem 8.12. Let 0 2 F and F be blockwise starshaped with respect to 0. Every dipath in X = I n n F from ?1 = (?1; : : :; ?1) to 1 = (1; : : : ; 1) is dihomotopic to a dipath on the 1-skeleton (@I n ) 1 of the boundary @I n = f(x 1 ; : : :; x n )j 9k : x i = 1; i 6 = kg of I n . Proof. Let = f(x 1 ; : : :x n ) 2 I n j x i = x j = 0 for 1 i < j ng I n denote the \singular set". Every dipath in I n n F avoiding is contained in one of the complexes I for a permutation 2 n and thus dihomotopic in X = I n n F to a dipath in J (@I n ) 1 by Cor. 8.10.
How can one handle dipaths intersecting ? We can apply a (locally linear) transversality argument to see that every dipath in X is dihomotopic to one avoiding . Alternatively, we may give X the structure of a cubical complex in such a way that no 1-cube intersects , and then argue that every dipath is dihomotopic to a dipath on the 1-skeleton of X. If X is the \forbidden region" corresponding to \mutual exclusion" in a process graph (cf. 36, 20] ), the subdivision will have that non-intersection property by construction.
Open Mathematical Problems
We tried in this paper to state only the de nitions and theorems that should be the basis for the theory of directed homotopy. We believe that the following properties should be investigated more closely, (M1) There is a natural order on the set of diconnected components, induced by the local partial order. How does this graph relate to the dihomotopy classes of dipaths? We believe that this gives the whole information about these dihomotopy classes. (M2) What are the dihomotopy classes of dipaths of the union X (not necessarily disjoint!) of two locally po-spaces A and B when we know the dihomotopy classes of dipaths in A and in B? To solve this problem, we obviously need to have some information about how A and B are glued together. What we really want is an analogous of the Seifert/Van Kampen theorem of the usual homotopy theory. But we believe that the necessary glueing information is not in the form of the usual function induced by the homotopy functors by the inclusion morphisms of A and B into X, but would rather be in the form of the functions induced by the \dihomotopy functors" by some kind of restriction morphisms from X to A and B. (M3) What is the convenient category of locally po-spaces? We would like to have cartesian closedness, so that we can de ne the higher-order homotopies in a simple inductive way. (M4) What would be the structure on these higher-order homotopy sets then? (M5) One of the aims of this theory is to study locally po-spaces up to dihomotopy equivalence. What would be the counterpart of the classi cation theorem that we have for surfaces in ordinary homotopy theory? We believe that the usual notion of orientability does not play a role. For instance, the Moebius strip can be given the structure of a locally po-space. The projective plane can also be given such structure (see 6.30). Also, looking at Figure 14 we see that the usual classi cation is re ned in some ways by considering dihomotopy. (M6) What is the relationship between dihomotopy and the homology theory de ned in 28], constructed from a bicomplex naturally arising from cubical sets? We believe that this homology theory is an invariant for dihomotopy indeed but that it is not characterizing dihomotopy exactly. For instance the two dipaths in Figure 18 are (di-) homologous but not dihomotopic. (M7) How could symmetry group actions on a locally po-space inform us about the possible dihomotopy classes of dipaths?
10. Open Computer-Scientific Problems We tried in this paper to motivate the mathematics by some examples and concepts taken from several areas of computer science. Some new applications, or some new results could be derived from this theory in the following sense, (CS1) How can we exploit (M1) so that we can derive the \essential schedules" of a concurrent systems? A nice application has already been made for a small subset of the set of diconnected components, namely the unsafe region and the unreachable region in simple cases, see 20] . This would be important since these schedules describe ne (safety) properties of concurrent systems (about the possible orderings on accesses to shared ressources for instance) that for instance encompass serializability issues. (M2) would make possible the di cult problem of reasoning about schedules of a system compositionally, i.e. inductively on the knowledge of its subparts. This would be of a great algorithmic value for program analysis for instance. (CS2) (M3) and (M4) would make it possible to consider more re ned properties of faulttolerant systems and make the complete link with M. Herlihy, S. Rajsbaum and N. Shavit theories. Basically the aim is to give the semantic foundations to a computability and complexity theory for fault-tolerant distributed systems. . This is very much linked to (CS2). (CS5) We think that better algorithms could be designed for distributed databases schedulers (like better \path-pushing" algorithms) and for micro-instructions schedulers using ideas from this theory. (M7) would also help simplify these algorithms in some speci c cases. 11. Related work Slightly di erent geometric models have been used in the work of people like M. Herlihy, N. Shavit and S. Rajsbaum on fault-tolerant protocols for distributed systems. This already gave numerous results in the eld of distributed systems. It is proved for instance in 41] that in a shared-memory model with single reader/single writer registers providing atomic read and write operations, k-set agreement requires at least bf=kc + 1 rounds where f is the number of processes that can fail. General tests are also given for solving t-resilient problems. Not only impossibility results can be given but also constructive means for nding algorithms derive from this work (see for instance 42]). We refer the reader to other articles in this area, in particular, the book on distributed algorithms 47 In concurrent databases, we refer the reader to the very nice introductory paper of J . Gunawardena 36] . An application of this theory to the problem of deadlock detection has been made by the authors in 20].
On the semantic side, there is a strong link between po-spaces and progress 
